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University's employee separation 
program exceeds expectations 
By Rosa Schneider 
Reporter 
Approximately 156 out of 834 
eligible University employees 
have chosen to participate in 
the University's Employee 
Separation Program. 
Dave Kielmeyer, senior direc- 
tor of communications, said the 
deadline for faculty, adminis- 
trative staff and classified staff 
to enroll in the program was 
Monday and participants have 
until Feb. 8 to back out if they 
change their minds. The pro- 
gram, which is expected to 
net the University around $5 
million over three years, offers 
employees with at least 15 years 
of service a chance to voluntari- 
ly leave the University and be 
paid out their base salary over a 
"... we'll be able to dig 
into the details and find 
out exactly what our 
work has to be..." 
Dave Kielmeyer | Comm. Dnector 
set number of years. 
"As we get closer to the eighth 
and then the ninth, we'll be able 
to dig into the details and find 
out exactly what our work has 
to be from here on to strategize 
how we move forward with 
staffing for the future, both with 
faculty lines that we're going to 
keep open, and fill them even- 
tually the proper way, and also 
See SALARY | Page 5 
PHOTO IliUSTRATION B» »UINA BUZAS 
going, going, GONE 
The Great Lakes could become water source for states with water shortages 
By Lin Chafatz 
Reporter 
There are places in the world that are run- 
ning out of water, and they might soon 
turn to the Great Lakes. 
According to the General Accounting office 
of U.S. Congress, within five years 36 states 
could be in a water crisis situation, including 
highly-populated California. 
■ At the University, water is provided from the 
Maumee River through the Great Lakes. 
The Great Lakes also provide water for over 40 
million people in eight states: Ohio, Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, New York 
and Pennsylvania, along with two Canadian 
provinces: Ontario and Quebec. 
Bob Midden, director of the Center of Science 
and Mathematics Education for the University's 
region, said there have been propositions to use 
the water in the Great Lakes to help Western 
states without a local water source. 
He said if the water was distributed to the 
states in need it would have adverse affects on 
the Great Lakes region. 
See WATER | Page 2 
Healthy Living | Part 3 of 3 
Editor's Note: This story represents the third in a series looking at health and 
fitness at the University Today, we look at nutritional health and the resources 
offered to students. 
Health services strive to 
help students eat right 
By Brittany Washington 
Reporter 
Students seeking a healthy and 
nutritious lifestyle have many 
resources to take advantage of 
on campus. 
Living on or off campus, start- 
ing and maintaining a nutri- 
tious diet can be difficult. With 
the combined efforts of Dining 
Services, Health Services and 
willingness to better food choic- 
es, the task can be simpler. 
The first stop on the road 
to eating nutritiously should 
be setting up an appointment 
with University Dietician Jane 
Crandall. Crandall provides 
nutrition counseling for stu- 
dents, faculty and staff. 
"1 am here for anyone who has 
nutrition concerns," Crandall 
said. "I enjoy working with food 
and helping people." 
Crandall suggests Web sites 
such as Mypyramid.gov and 
Sparkpeople.com to get started. 
"These are good Web sites for 
nutrition and physical fitness 
information," Crandall said. 
The University Student 
Health Center site, found on 
the University home page, also 
offers a link to a healthy lifestyle 
guide. Section three of the guide, 
"lifestyle issues," gives students 
information on eating well. It 
provides students with informa- 
tion like starting the day with 
breakfast and measuring out 
the portion sizes of on-the-go 
snacks. 
See NUTRITION | Page 2 
ass. Senate seat loss 
affects college Democrats 
By Nicola Celeb rent 
Reporter 
Some think it was the snow 
on election day leading to 
poor voter turnout, or lack of 
the Democrats' campaign- 
ing, that led Massachusetts to 
elect Republican John Brown as 
Senator. 
On Ian. 19, Massachusetts, a 
state that has been represented 
by Democrats for decades, was 
shocked when a Republican was 
elected Senator due to the result 
of the special election. 
The election was held to fill 
the seat of Ted Kennedy, Senator 
of the state for 46 years, who 
passed away last year. Brown 
won the seat over his opponent, 
Democrat Martha Coakley. As 
a result of the election, Brown 
made history by being elected 
the first Republican Senator of 
Massachusetts in decades. 
PoliticalscienceprofessorScott 
Piroth confirms people were sur- 
prised because Massachusetts is 
primarily a Democratic state. 
"Democrats took it for granted 
because they were in the power 
seat," Piroth said. 
In regards to how it will affect 
Congress, Joe Edens, a member 
of College Democrats, thinks it 
may be beneficial to them. 
"Now Republicans might be 
"Democrats took it 
for granted because 
they were in the 
power seat." 
Scott Piroth | Professor 
more open to debating health 
care and coming to more sen- 
sible solutions," Edens said. 
College Democrats President 
Danielle McCormick said the 
election will also have an effect 
in The House of Commons. 
"They won't be seeing many 
filibusters," McCormick said. 
Political science professor 
Jeffery Peake said there were 
primarily two explanations 
for the results on election day. 
Compared to Coakley's cam- 
paign, Brown had a solid cam- 
paign in addition to being well 
funded with money coming in 
from the outside. 
Peake also said another rea- 
son may have been people 
pointing blame at President 
Barack Obama for diminishing 
approval ratings. 
"It may be a backlash at politics, 
not Obama. Obama is popular in 
See SENATE | 12 
Faculty move forward in 
unionization process 
By Hannah Nuaser 
Reporter 
The President of Faculty 
Association David Jackson jour- 
neyed to Columbus yesterday to 
file a petition for the unioniza- 
tion of University faculty. 
Faculty Association offi- 
cers plan to deliver a letter to 
President Carol Cartwright's 
office today at 9:30 a.m. stating 
CAMPUS 
Geoff 
Howes 
Vice President 
of Faculty 
Association 
their intent to form a union. A 
See FACULTY | Page 2 
New license plate allows drivers to 
celebrate life in 'Beautiful Ohio' 
By Shatna Smith 
Reporter 
Ohio drivers are now being 
offered a more colorful license 
plate with a new Ohio image. 
For the last five years drivers 
have been used to the sunburst 
license plates, also known as 
"the red, white and blue plates." 
Now the "Beautiful Ohio" option 
FORUM 
is offered to drivers buying and 
renewing plates. 
The Beautiful Ohio plate was 
designed by a committee within 
the Ohio BMV along with other 
stakeholders and went on sale 
November 23, 2009, costing 
$11.75—the same as the sun- 
burst plates. 
"People still have the option, it's 
not the only [plate] that's avail- 
able," said BMV/OHS Public 
SPORTS 
Information Officer Lindsey 
Bonier. "We still have the red, 
white and blue plates avail- 
able, but this is just another 
option." 
Even though the state usu- 
ally switches the standard 
plate design every few years, 
See PLATES | Page 2 
COUHnSYOFTWOHIOBMV 
ON THE ROAD: The new Ohio license plate. 
dubbed the Beautiful Ohio License Plate, fea- 
tures more color and graphics man the last plate 
release, the Ohio Bicentennial plate. 
'Jump/Cut' cast takes a leap Corporations deserve free speech 
The University Department of Theater Forum editor Kyle Schmidlin argues that the recent 
and film debuts its first show of the Supreme Court decision allowing corporations to 
Spring semester tonight with the plav fund political campaigns is actually a victory for free 
"Jump/Cut" |P»gt$ speech in the United States | fagt 4 
Clawson signs new recruits 
BG football coach Dave Clawson 
announced a class of 25 student-ath- 
Jetes on National Signing Day yester- 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
What would you put on the Ohio license plate? 
SEANSICKLER 
Junior, Construction Manage. 
The phrase 'Com Fed, Inbred." 
Pagt4 
I* VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
2 Thursday. February 4.2010 FROM THE FRONT PAGE WWWBGVIEWS.COM 
BLOTTER 
TUE.. FEB. 3 
128 A.M. 
iVemert, 29. of Toledo, was 
cited for theft at Kamikazes. 
531 P.M. 
Individual reported unknown 
sub|ecl(s) smeared soapy yellow 
stuff all over the hood r>f his car. n< 
K|O to the vehicle, within the 
1300th block of Sheffield Drive. 
1026 P.M. 
lual reported unknown subject 
I entered her vehicle within the 800th 
, block of Fifth St. and stole her debit 
icard. which was then used at Wal- 
iMart. 
11:17 P.M. 
Resident within the 800th block of 
Second St was warned for disor- 
derly conduct. 
WED., FEB. 3 
12:09 A.M. 
Individual warned for leaving vehicle 
n led while running within the 
tOOth block of W. Gypsy Lane. 
2:23 A.M. 
Uptown/Downtown employees 
reported unknown subjects) stole 
harK jacket, brown jacket and 
hooded sweatshirt from the bar. 
ONLINE: Goto bqwiewi com fo* the 
complete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
if you think an error has been made. 
■ BG News at 419-372-6966. 
In Tuesdays sports section, photos 
t e men's basketball game 
against Toledo were taken by staff 
photographer Alan Piracha. not 
■ na McGinnis 
WATER 
From Page 1 
The water would also have 
to be shipped to other places, 
filtered, cleaned and returned, 
according to the Alliance of the 
Great Lakes, an alliance for the 
eight states which keeps track 
of what is going on within the 
lakes. 
"If they take the water out, it 
would affect the ecosystem of 
the lakes, along with shipping 
within the lakes," he said. 
Other freshwater sources 
such as the Colorado River 
provide water for much of the 
west, but the river has already 
reached its limit, he said. 
F.d (ilatfelter, water conserva- 
tion director for the Alliance for 
the Great Lakes, said the states 
created a Compact to deal with 
the distribution of the water. 
In the early 2000s, gover- 
nors of the eight states met 
to decide how to regulate the 
water around the lake, he said. 
By 2005, they came up with a 
Compact which was created to 
regulate how the states use the 
water in the lakes. 
However, eight states could 
not create a Compact to include 
Canada, though Canada com- 
pleted and signed its own par- 
allel agreement in December 
2005. 
The Compact assures states 
come up with an action plan 
for both points of the Compact, 
including coming up with a 
water conservation program 
and a water management plan 
by December 2013, he said. 
"We monitor the progress of 
the states," he said. "Each state 
is at a different stage right now." 
For instance, Minnesota 
already has a conservation 
plan, while Ohio and New York 
appear to have no progress at 
all, he said. However, both states 
have special advising commit- 
tees which are doing their work 
lo ensure the states have a set 
plan. 
The never ending water prob- 
lem doesn't just affect states 
having enough water lo provide 
for their population, but it also 
affects the economy, he said. 
"We need to increase the 
amount of goods to cre- 
ate wealth." Midden said. 
"Otherwise we go into reces- 
sion." 
Water conservation is not 
only a problem throughout the 
U.S., but also in many other 
countries. 
While the U.S. has had 100 
percent clean drinking water 
since the 1970s, other countries 
such as Nigeria suffer from only 
31 percent of clean drinking 
water today, according to the 
Pacific Institute for the World's 
Water. 
Midden said it's time for coun- 
tries to look for alternative water 
sources, including turning salt 
water into drinking water. 
"This process is extremely 
expensive." he said. "The fuel 
costs for something like that are 
just enormous." 
The Middle East, however, 
has oil wealth and therefore 
can afford to buy water done 
through this process, he said. 
"Barring a cheaper fuel 
source and the depletion of the 
Great Lakes, decisions are going 
to have to be made on how to 
limit water," he said. 
The next step besides water 
conservation is population loca- 
tion, or how much population 
an area should have that it can 
sustain on the water supply. 
"This could lead to war in the 
future," Midden said. "It's not 
going to be easy to decide." 
While the forthcoming water 
crisis is still the future for states 
around the lakes, it is the present 
for other nations. 
Midden said the final ques- 
tion is, "Should it be a matter of 
water moving, or people mov- 
ing?" 
PLATES 
From Page 1 
drivers aren't being required to 
change over to the "Beautiful 
Ohio" plates. 
"We have made no determi- 
nation yet as to whether or not 
this will become the only stan- 
dard plate available to motorists,'1 
Bohrer said. 
So far, the new plates have 
sold steadily. Compared to the 
sunburst plates, the "Beautiful 
Ohio" plates sold 17,866 the first 
week for motorists. 516 for trail- 
ers, and 149 for motorcyclists, 
whereas the sunburst sold 6.544 
for motorists, 411 for trailers and 
137 for motorcyclists. During the 
liist nine weeks the sales of the 
"Beautiful Ohio" plates stayed 
well over one and a half of the 
sales of the sunburst's first nine 
weeks with a total of 177,167 
copared to 67,692. 
In the first couple of weeks the 
sales for trailers and motorcy- 
clists didn't differ much, but at 
the end of the first nine weeks 
sales dwindled for the sunburst 
plates, totaling less than half of 
the "Beautiful Ohio" plates' total 
sales. 
While some motorists seem 
to like the colorful plates more 
than the sunburst ones, some 
students on campus seem to be 
singing a different tune. 
"I feel like the license plate's 
colors represent something that's 
not Ohio. To me it seems foreign," 
said Alexander Mullins, senior. "I 
like the sunburst bettor, maybe 
because I'm used to the images." 
Freshman Alicia Dembkowski 
also prefers the sunburst plate. 
"When I first saw the plate I 
didn't know it was an Ohio plate. 
The other is distinct in that it is 
Ohio," she said. 
Freshman Derek Clark thinks 
the new plates are misleading. 
"It needs more random acts of 
weather; I only remember Ohio 
being sunny a couple weeks out 
of the year," Clark said. 
Even though there are many 
Students who don't care for the 
new plates, there are a few who 
find them appealing. 
"I like the sunshine on it, I like 
the airplane and how it says 
Birthplace of Aviation,'" said 
Ashlee Miller, senior. "It's colorful 
and brings a nice touch. I like it 
bener than the sunburst plate." 
The new plates are available 
for sale at the Bureau of Motor 
Vehicles located at 1616 East 
Wooster St. For drivers who are 
looking for something different, 
the "Beautiful Ohio" design is an 
option. 
BGSU JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR 
SPRING EXPO 
Tuesday 
February 9, 2010 
Perry Field House 
10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. 
INTERVIEW 
U/VT (scheduled at EXPO) 
Wednesday 
February 10, 2010 
Perry Field House 
8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m. 
» Dress professionally and 
bring multiple copies of 
your resume. 
» Make connections with 
recruiters. 
» Explore co-ops, 
internships, and career- 
track opportunities with a 
variety of organizations. 
» Schedule interviews. 
» Be prepared to present 
your BGSU ID. 
Is there a 
story in the 
BG News that 
you've felt 
you wanted 
to voice your 
opinion on7 
Well, what 
are you 
waiting for? 
check us out online: 
bgviewscom 
NUTRITION 
From Page l 
Students who are on cam- 
pus for long periods of time 
should consider what is offered 
to them through University 
Dining Services. 
They offer fresh, nutritious 
products throughout campus 
to aid in a healthy lifestyle, 
Associate Director of Dining 
Services Daria Blachowski- 
Dreyer said. 
"What's been the most dif- 
ficult task is trying to get the 
word out about our nutritious 
foods, but I must say it has been 
moving in a positive direction," 
Blachowski-Dreyer said. 
Although nutrition facts 
are not yet available for all 
foods offered through Dining 
Services, students can visit 
Dineoncampus.com and 
get nutrition facts for places 
such as (amba Juice and Steak 
Escape. 
Another resource for stu- 
dents trying to implement a 
healthier diet would be to seek 
peer advice. 
Senior Brittany Floyd, who 
recently chose a more nutri- 
tious lifestyle, suggests other 
students do the same. 
"I simply started drink- 
ing more water and choosing 
fruits and veggies as snacks," 
Floyd said. "As a result, I feel 
great, and I have more energy 
. throughout my day." 
Students wishing to make 
that first step can call the 
Student Health Center and 
set up an appointment with 
Crandali. 
SENATE 
From Page l 
Massachusetts, but Congress is 
not popular," Peake said. 
When addressing how it 
will affect University students. 
McConnell said the health care 
debate could face major chal- 
lenges due to having another 
Republican in Senate. 
"Health care affects students," 
McConnell said. 
Asa result of historical trends, 
Peake said the president's party 
loses seats in mid-term elec- 
tions and Democrats are likely 
to lose seats given the results of 
these political trends. 
"He (Senator Brown] is defi- 
nitely in the hot seat; he doesn't 
have an easy road," Peake said. 
FACULTY 
From Page I 
press conference will be held 
at 10 a.m. in Union room 309 to 
discuss their progress and what 
comes next. 
Karen Craigo, Faculty 
Association communications 
coordinator, said the first stage 
in the unionization process has 
been completed. Volunteers for 
BGSU-FA have been conduct- 
ing a card campaign since last 
spring, seeking signatures from 
full-time faculty members, spe- 
cifically instructors who sup- 
port unionization. 
, Almost 58 percent of eligible 
faculty have signed petition 
cards — almost double the 30 
percent required for filing peti- 
tion with the state, Craigo said. 
John Forsyth, University 
librarian, said he signed a peti- 
tion card in favor of the union. 
"I've never really been for a 
union, but I just feel that things 
have not gotten better as far as 
the relationship between facul- 
ty and administration," he said. 
"I think it can improve." 
"We're excited that an over- 
whelming majority of faculty 
members have signed signa- 
ture cards in favor of a union," 
Jackson said. 
After achieving the required 
number of signature cards, 
Faculty Association members 
must file a petition with the 
State Employment Relations 
Board to hold an election. 
Members of BGSU-FA, includ- 
ing Jackson and Secretary 
Candace Archer, went to 
Columbus yesterday to deliver 
a petition letter and 469 signed 
cards to the State Employment 
Relations Board. 
An election will give all facul- 
ty a chance to vote on whether 
they want collective bargaining, 
Craigo said, in which members 
create a contract stating their 
requests, and then negotiate 
with University administration. 
"It can cover all aspects of 
SPRING 2010 
For an up-to-date list of organizations 
coming to EXPO and workshops to 
help you prepare for EXPO, login to 
your WorkNet account via My BGSU. 
Make your future a prlorltyl ■ 
Details at 
hire.bgsu.edu 
BGSU 
Career Center 
CAMPBELL HILL 
APARTMENTS 
2 Bedroom 
Townhouses 
3 Bedroom 
Townhouses 
• $99 Security Deposit 
per person w/ pg 
• Furnished 
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath 
• Full basement 
• Air conditioned 
• Washer/Dryer 
■ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops 
• Microwave 
• Plenty of Parking 
• Dishwasher 
• Garbage Disposal 
• $99 Security Deposit 
per person w/ pg 
• Furnished 
• 1 Hall & 1 Full Bath 
• Full basement 
• Air conditioned 
• Washer/Dryer 
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops 
• Microwave 
• Plenty of Parking 
• Dishwasher 
• Garbage Disposal 
I               •"—               I 
( Sreenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
workinglifeon campus," Craigo 
said. "From salaries and bene- 
fits to shared governance issues, 
like how will we be represented 
in terms of not having a voice in 
various areas." 
Jackson said the general sit- 
uation they seek to change is 
decision-making of University 
administration without real 
input from the faculty. 
"For us, it's about Ihaving] 
a permanent seat at the table 
to have a real say in how the 
University is run," he said. 
Unionization is not an 
attempt to replace Faculty 
Senate, Jackson said. 
"IBGSU-FA] is not in any way 
opposed to Faculty Senate... we 
want to strengthen the Faculty 
Senate with having shared gov- 
ernance supported by a legally- 
negotiated contract," he said. 
Craigo said they are confi- 
dent an election will be granted 
and hope to hold a vote by the 
end of this semester or early 
next fall. 
"We know that everything is 
in decent shape." Craigo said. 
"We'd love to have an election by 
the end of this year; the people 
are really eager to have this in 
place." 
Forsyth said the goal of 
unionization is to make the 
University better. 
"I think that faculty is often 
overlooked," Forsyth said. "The 
faculty is somewhat marginal- 
ized, and I think the idea is not 
to divide the University but to 
give the University the benefits 
of Ithcl faculty's point of view 
and knowledge and their com- 
mitment to the institution." 
If an election is successful, 
the Faculty Association will 
move forward in committees to 
begin the workings of a contract 
for the union. Craigo said the 
process could take until the end 
of the year. BGSU-FA expects 
attempts at obstruction of the 
unionization by University 
administration. 
"There will be troubled times 
ahead. We're going to stay posi- 
tive," Craigo said. 
"We're the supporters, we're 
the BGSU people, we're the 
Falcons." Craigo said. "We know 
how to make BGSU a great 
institution and I think we can 
achieve something in our col- 
lective bargaining that's good 
for everybody." 
FRUGAL 
FALCON* 
H 
TEN warning signs of too 
much debt 
7. Use cash advances 
from credit cards to 
pay other bills 
8. Bounce checks or 
overdraw bank 
accounts 
Souxr ftfWMttfptanabouKOffi 
Brought 10 you by: 
BGSU. 
www-bgsu-edu/iwm 
419372.JH2 
^M 
GLASS CITY 
.FEDERAL 
S->CREDIT UNION 
CAMPUS 
Thursday. February 4.2010 3 
TOP: Paul', played by University pmfwsor and director of Jump/Cut' Ben Powell, relaxes on 
his couch white conversing with the characters best friend "Dave, played by graduate student 
David Kopp ABOVE: Dave (right) talk about his medication for his manic depression while 
Paul' and "Karen listen RIGHT: P.iul' talks about his feelings for his girlfriend 'Karen' 
SHOW INFORMATION 
Performances will be held Thursday-Sunday. Feb. 4-7. in the Joe E. Brown 
Theatre, located in University Hall on me University's campus. Evening perfor- 
mances Thursday through Saturday will begin at 8 p.m.; weekend matinees will 
begin at 2 p.m. Contact the BGSU theatre box office at 419-372-2719 for more 
information or to purchase tickers. 
JUMR By Christina McGinnii | The BG News Tonight the University's Theater and Film Department will premier its first show of the spring semester, 'jump/Cut' by 
Neena Beber. The cast consists of Paul, an aspiring director 
played by University professor and director of the show, Ben 
Powell, his best friend Dave, played by graduate student David 
Kopp, and Paul's girlfriend Karen played by sophomore Kendra 
lo Brook. The show looks into Paul's mind as he deals with his 
girlfriend and attempts to make a movie about his manically 
depressed and bipolar best friend who is trying to write a novel 
while dealing with the illness himself. 
SALARY 
From Page 1 
and also the staff positions," 
said Ken Borland. scnk>r vice 
president for Academic Affairs 
and provost. "Unfortunately. 
we can'! get into a whole lot of 
detail until everything is ar and 
beyond that final dale." 
It would not be abnormal if 
three to five faculty members 
change their minds about par- 
ticipating in the program, said 
Rebecca Ferguson, chief human 
resources officer. 
Forty faculty, 33 administra- 
tive and 83 classified staff are 
enrolled. Ferguson said that as 
of right now, 18 more employ- 
ees opted for the program than 
originally estimated. 
She said the University's pro- 
gram is only the third of its type 
in Ohio and is the first to exceed 
expectations. 
"That says volumes about the 
fact that we really did work at 
making sure people heard about 
it," Ferguson said. 
The University now has to 
look at where the majority of 
t he people who have chosen l he 
program come from. 
"We want to make sure we 
don't adversely affect service 
to students," Ferguson said, 
"llypothetically speaking, if we 
had an entire department who 
had chosen to take this program, 
that's going to adversely affect 
our ability to teach our students 
and availability to deliver stu- 
dent services." 
With faculty members choos- 
ing to leave, the University has 
to figure out which positions 
to fill and which to eliminate, 
Kielmeyersaid. 
Because there will be vacant 
positions,   Borland   said   the 
University is expected to rely on 
temporary faculty. 
"It's not going to be possible to 
replace every tenure tract-line 
with a tenure tract faculty mem- 
ber," he said. "We will probably 
be dependent on temporary fac- 
ulty as well as some of the par- 
ticipants in this program who 
are entitled to come back in a 
qualified, limited sense." 
Ferguson said the employees 
who have chosen to participate 
in the program could leave the 
University any time between last 
December and lune 30,2010. 
"It's really quite amazing for 
us to have made this opportu- 
nity available to our employees," 
Borland said. "It's simply an 
opportunity to say to long-term 
employees, 'Here's a chance for 
you to leave; it's a way for you 
to leave here with something 
nice in your pocket, and for the 
University to save some money." 
HPV Fact #13: 
About 2 out of 3 people will get 
genital warts after having any kind of 
genital contact with someone infected 
HPV Fact #11: 
You don't have to actually have sex 
to get HPV—the virus that causes 
genital warts. 
Why risk it 
Visit your campus health center. 
(Vv.com 
FORUM "I feel like the license plate's colors represent something that's not Ohio. To me it seems foreign." 
- Alexander Muffins, Senior, on the new Ohio license plates [see story, pg. 1]. Thursday. February 4.2010 4 
PEOPLE ON    I HE STREET   What would you put on the new Ohio license plate? 
"Freddie Falcon." 
FRANK SLIFE. 
Sophomore, 
Music Education 
"Ah orange back- 
ground and brown 
letters." 
JESSIU WILLIAMS 
Senior. 
Graphic Design 
"Anything but Ohio 
State" 
GRAHAM ROESE 
Sophomore. 
MUSK Education 
"A figure skate" 
KAITLIN HH>f. 
Serai. 
Special Education 
& 
VISIT US AT 
KVK«*S.CBM 
Have you* owl take on 
todays People On The 
Sneet? Or a suggestion tor 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgviews.com. 
Corporate donations law makes 
what was already happening legal 
f^ KYLE SCHMIDLIN 
FORUMEDITOR 
l-'rom the foundation of the 
United States, free speech has 
heen one of the most impor- 
tant pillars upon which our 
society rests. 
Recently, the Supreme Court 
made a decision allowing cor- 
porations to fund political 
advertisements during elec- 
tion season. The decision has 
drawn both praise and ire and 
has been written about and dis- 
cussed everywhere, from tele- 
vision news to the Washington 
Post to The BG News. 
The quest ion of whet her t he 
Court was right or wrong is 
simple: they missed the mark 
totally. However, much of the 
discussion we are hearing 
has been missing the mark 
totally, too. 
At issue was whether cor- 
porations have the right to 
pay for political advertise- 
ments during election cam- 
paigns. A movie, effectively 
what is referred to as a "hit 
piece," about Hillary Clinton 
was the catalyst of the discus- 
sion. The Court ruled in favor 
of Citizens United's right to 
release the movie. 
According to The New 
York Times, the Court "vastly 
increased the power of big busi- 
ness and unions to influence 
government decisions |)an. 
21| by freeing them to spend 
their millions directly to sway 
elections for president and 
Congress." 
The key word of the Times' 
analysis is "directly." All the 
Court really did in Citizens 
United v. Federal Elections 
Commission was continue 
a process started by Ronald 
Reagan and accelerated under 
George VV. Bush — bringing 
Washington politics out of the 
"darkened rooms" and into 
the open. 
Think about how frequently 
your political messages are 
funded by corporations. KOX 
News is owned by Rupert 
Murdoch's NewsCorp, a gigan- 
tic multimedia corporation 
worth billions of dollars. It also 
owns The Wall Street lournal 
and The New York Post. Each 
of these are highly editorial- 
ized, particularly FOX, yet there 
doesn't seem to be much con- 
cern about what these people 
are saying. 
Everything you see on TV 
or read in a major newspa- 
per or magazine is funded by 
some powerful special inter- 
est or corporation. There are, 
of course, lights in the tunnel 
— independent or non-profit 
entities, dissident publications 
like Z Magazine and online 
sources such as Fairness and 
Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR), 
which may not directly pro- 
vide news but enable you to 
properly analyze what you 
read in, say, The Times. 
The issue, of course, has 
nothing to do with freedom 
of speech. It is for this reason 
the Court's decision in CU v. 
FEC doesn't bother me near- 
ly as much as it does others. 
Corporations have all the power 
they need and are going to do 
what they want anyway. 
Freedom of speech is the most 
valuable freedom Americans 
have. As much as Americans 
are told they live in the "freest 
country in the world," there are 
lots of countries with compa- 
rable amounts of freedom — 
nearly every other major power, 
in fact — but Americans do 
enjoy a unique degree of speech 
freedom. 
But freedom of speech is 
nothing without freedom to be 
heard.Thisis what corporations 
have which most Americans 
don't. Even if the Court had 
ruled differently, and deemed 
"Hillary: The Movie" in viola- 
tionoftheMcCain-Feingoldbill, 
Citizens United would still have 
far more access to the ear of 
any given American than most 
ordinary people ever would. 
In fact, losing at the Supreme 
Court might have been a pub- 
Jic relations boon for Citizens 
United. Americans believe 
ardently (and correctly) in free- 
dom of speech. If an organiza- 
tion like Citizens United were 
"deprived" of it, they could have 
run the conservative talk show 
circuit and turned a legal failure 
into a public opinion victory. 
With midterm electionscom- 
ingup.and Republicans looking 
(or pretending to look) poised 
for a Congressional takeover a 
la 1994. expect this issue to be a 
very big deal on news programs 
come election time. But don't 
be misled. 
The significance of the 
Court's decision is less in the 
change in policy and more in 
the bringing of what has always 
been done to the surface. 
Respond to Kyle at 
tlieneius@bgnews.com 
THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE 
New credit card legislation punishes 
the innocent as well as the guilty 
By Tina Korbe 
The Arkansas Traveler 
(Th* University of Arkansas) 
The College News Network 
1 first learned about the Credit 
CARD Act of 2009 last summer as 
an intern at Kiplinger's Personal 
Finance magazine. What I found 
out made me feel like I was back 
in the third grade, sitting on the 
curb at recess because a couple 
of my classmates misbehaved: 
just because two or three kids 
couldn't discipline themselves, 
the teacher disciplined the 
entire class. 
The new legislation — which 
took effect Feb. 1 — restricts 
access to credit for everyone 
under 21. From now on, anyone 
underage will only be able to 
open a credit card account with 
the approval of a cosigner. 
Why? Because lenders want 
to guarantee that any debt the 
applicant incurs will be paid 
— and, up to now, kids haven't 
proved to be the most reliable at 
paying their debts. 
Want proof? The average 
collegiate cardholder carries a 
monthly balance of more than 
S3,000, according to Kiplinger. 
com. By the time those card- 
holding college students gradu- 
ate, they still have at least S2.200 
in credit card debt, according 
to information from the Walton 
College Financial Department. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnewS£om. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
Small wonder legislators 
saw a need to treat underage 
cardholders like kids: they've 
acted pretty childishly with 
plastic in their paws. 
Still, this new legislation 
won't teach the irresponsible 
to be responsible, just like 
"curbing" an entire class of 
third-graders doesn't calm 
the few unruly. In fact, now, 
college students can rack 
up credit card debt relative- 
ly consequence-free: their 
cosigners have to pay their 
debt for them. 
In the meantime, thanks 
to their immature peers and 
reactive legislation, respon- 
sible young adults won't have 
the chance to prove their inde- 
pendence by developing good 
credit apart from their parents 
or guardians. What a pity. 
KEITH PAKIZ ! THE BG HEWS 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
More vegan options on 
campus would be great 
I was thrilled to read about how 
the University is taking steps 
toward healthier food ("Dining 
Services Serves Healthy 
Changes," Feb. 3). There is. 
however, one healthy, environ- 
mentally friendly and easy way 
to cut down the pounds: add 
more vegan food. 
Modern medical studies 
have proved that, contrary to 
popular belief, meat is unques- 
tionably implicated in heart 
disease, strokes and many 
other diseases. Furthermore, 
as the American Dietetic 
Association's  position  paper 
on vegetarianism stales, 
"|A|ppropriately planned veg- 
etarian diets are healthful, 
nutritionally adequate, and 
provide health benefits in the 
prevention and treatment of 
certain diseases." 
Dr. William Castelli, direc- 
tor of the Framingham Heart 
Study, the longest-running epi- 
demiological study in medical 
history, reports, "Vegetarians 
have the best diet. They have 
the lowest rates of coronary 
disease of any group in the 
country ... they have a fraction 
of our heart attack rate, and 
they have only 40 percent of 
our cancer rate On the aver- 
age they outlive other men by 
about six years now. And they 
outlive other women by about 
threeyears." 
Meat, dairy and eggs are the 
leading causes of saturated fat 
and cholesterol in the American 
diet, contributing to an obe- 
sii\ epidemic that no doubt 
includes that "freshman 15." 
If students and the University 
want to reduce waistlines and 
increase overall health, eating 
more plant-based meals is the 
way to go. For more informa- 
tion about the benefits of vegan 
diets and to receive your free 
DVD, visit www.peta2.com. 
—Drew Winter, College 
Campaigns Assistant 
START 
MUTING.   I 
In Brenton, Alabama, there is a law in the 
town's books against riding down the 
street in a motor boat. 
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paper and online extras. 
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Check out the sports 
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SPEAK YOUR HIND 
Comment on stones and 
columns, or send a letter 
to the editor 
MULTIMEDIA 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
are generally to be fewer than 500 
words These aie usually in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bawling Green arc* 
GUEST COLUMNS are generally 
longer pieces between 400 and 
700 words These are usually also in 
response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. Two submissions per 
month maximum 
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
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attack, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not be 
printed 
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Opinion columns do not necessanry 
reflect the view ol The BG News 
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SIDELINES 
SOFTBALL 
Falcons picked to 
finish last in division 
Coach Shannon Salsburg 
and her team were picked to 
finish last in MAC East in the 
preseason poll. 
ONLINE 
Become a BG News 
Sports fan on 
Facebook 
The BG News sports section 
has a Facebook fan page. 
Log on to your Facebook and 
search for "BG News Sports" 
to become a fan and receive 
instant BG sports news. 
www.facebook.com 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for con- 
tinued news and updates on 
your favorite Falcon teams. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Twitter 
The BG News'sports section 
has a Twitter feed. Be sure 
to log on while your favorite 
team is playing. We may have 
in-game updates. 
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1997—Mario Lemiuex is the 
seventh player in NHL history 
to score 700 career goals. 
1969-John Madden is 
named the coach of the 
Oakland Raiders. 
The List 
With the announcement of 
the BG football team's 25 
recruits, today we take a look 
at the top five players in the 
2010 class. 
1. Gates: Coach Dave 
Clawson called Jerry 
"Booboo" Gates the steal of 
this year's class. The safety 
was named the All-Area 
Defensive Player of the Year 
in 2009. 
2. Watkins: Caleb 
Watkins. who enrolled at 
BG this spring, helped lead 
Middletown High School to a 
Divsion I semifinal 
appearance. 
3. Martin: Running back 
Jamel Martin ran for 1.400   . 
yards this past season for 
Bolingbrook High School in 
Bolingbrook, III. 
4. Montgomery: 
A 6-feet-6-inch. 235 
pound tight end, Kendall 
Montgomery is ranked as the 
No. 31 tight end in the coun- 
try according to Rivals.com. 
5. Rolf: Clay Rolf, a 6-feet- 
6-inch, 250 pound tight end, 
earned first-team all-league 
honors as a sophomore, junior 
and senior. 
Falcons host Wolverines in unconventional series 
By Ryan Satkowlak 
Reporter 
After a bye following their most 
successful weekend of the year, 
the BG hockey team hits the ice 
tomorrow night in an uncon- 
ventional series against the 
University of Michigan. 
As opposed to normal Friday- 
Saturday Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association series, the 
two teams will meet tonight at 
BGSU Ice Arena, and then next 
Tuesday at Yost Arena in Ann 
Arbor. Michigan will head to 
Wisconsin to play an outdoor 
game at Camp Randall Stadium 
on Saturday. 
The season series is tied 1-1, 
with BG winning4-2 at Michigan 
and Michigan winning 4-1 in a 
game played at Lucas County 
Arena in Toledo. The BG win was 
their first regulation win of the 
year, 
BG rode three third period 
goals in that game, including 
two on the power play. 
Despite that, the games will 
not be easy for BG, as Michigan 
ranks third in the CCIIA in both 
goals scored and goals allowed. 
On special teams, their power 
play ranks fourth at 19.3 per- 
cent, and their penalty kill ranks 
"We also need to be disciplined, I don't 
want to get in a power play, penalty kill 
game. I want to be able to roll all four lines 
for 60 minutes." 
Dennis W 
third at 87.9 percent. Given this, 
Williams wants to be sure the 
team does their best to make it a 
5-011-5 game. 
"We need to play solidly in 
all three /ones,' interim coach 
Dennis Williams said. "(AndI 
make sure thai our passes ate 
crisp and clean, making sure we 
gei the puck out of the zone and 
make sure we are able to cycle 
down low. 
vVe also need to be disciplined, 
I don't wan) to gel in a power play, 
penally kill game. I want to be 
able in roll all four lines for lid 
minutes." 
In theit last series, BG had suc- 
cess on both special teams units 
against Western Michigan, scor- 
ing four power play goals, while 
killing II of 12 penalties. But, 
the Falcons still rank 11th in the 
CCI IA in both categories. 
Despite the fact that the teams 
have to deal with this odd sched- 
ule. Williams said it will not be 
an issue with his team. 
"We prepared forthis Thursday 
just like we would a Friday. We 
just get one less day," Williams 
said. "But having all oflast week 
to work on things was definitely 
a help for us." 
Football signs 25 recruits 
Class of 2010 by the Numbers Class of 2010 by the Numbers 
"iCWiaxo,, 
A'H SYSTEM 
Of the 25 players in the 2010 recruiting 
class, nine have received first team All- 
State honors. 
21 
Of the 25 players in the 2010 recruiting 
dass, 21 were the captains of their high 
school teams. 
19 
0( the 25 players in the 2010 recruiting 
dass, a combined 19 are from either 
Ohio or Michigan. 
W
 HEALTH S,  ^ 
promedica.org 
Of the 25 players in the 2010 recruiting 
dass. six are defensive backs, the most 
of any position. 
The national ranking of tight end 
Kendall Montgomery for his position, 
according to Rivals.com 
10 
Of the 25 players in the 2010 recruiting 
class. 10 partidpated in post season All- 
Star games. 
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: Bb roach Clave Clawson speaks aooul his signing class yesterday 
Falcons recruit the 'state' 
of Bowling Green we 
By Paul Barney 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Football coach Dave Clawson entered his 
second season as coach of the Falcons with 
the intention of recruiting players from the 
"state" of Bowling Green. 
Clawson defined the state of Bowling 
Green as the states of Ohio and Michigan 
and anywhere within a five hour drive of 
campus, and with 23 of the 25 student- 
athletes in this year's recruiting class from 
the "state," Clawson made good on his 
intentions. 
Of those players, 12 are from Ohio, seven 
Iron i!Michigan, two front Pennsylvania, one 
from Illinois and one from West Virginia. 
"Wfe just believe that any good football 
program has to first do a great job recruit- 
ing their backyard," Clawson said." Because 
of all the hard work our assistant coaches 
put in, we've started to develop very good 
relationships within the state." 
Clawson also said he would extend to 
other areas to get a position of need. 
Due to the direction the team wants 
to go offensively, with the playing of 
more tight ends, Clawson and his staff 
See RECRUITS | Page 7 
Clawson's recruits a sign 
coach is still in right direction 
BG football coach I )ave (llawson exceeded 
all expectations in 2009 by taking a team 
that was picked to finish fifth in the Mid- 
American Conference East Division to a 7- 
6 record and a I lumanitarian Bowl berth. 
In fact. Clawson was the only first-year 
coach in the MAC to finish with an above 
.500 record. 
Despite all that success in one season. 
t here are still several hurdles for the coach 
to conquer. 
Clawson inherited a large senior class 
that allowed for an easy transition, and 
while it was his offensive system that 
allowed Freddie Barnes to set NCAA 
records, he already had a senior quarter- 
lwck in place and returned several starters 
on both sides of the ball. 
Replacing the Tyler Sheehan-to-Bames 
See CLAWSON | Page 6 
Falcons attempt to fly over Cardinals in Muncie 
By Paul Barney 
Assistant Sports Editor 
BG men's basketball coach 
Louis Orr has talked all sea- 
son about the importance of 
playing an inside-out style of 
basketball. 
Rather than settling for long- 
range jumpers. Orr wants to 
see his players get inside the 
paint as a first option. 
After what truly was a team 
effort in their win against 
Toledo on Monday, in which 
the Falcons pounded the ball 
inside for 18 of their 26 first- 
half points, BG w.ill look for 
more of the same tonight when 
they travel to Muncie. Ind., to 
take on Ball State at 7. 
The Falcons (11-9, 4-4 Mid- 
American Conference) have 
met the Cardinals (11-9. 5- 
3 MAC) 72 times in their 
history, with BG holding 
a slight advantage in the 
series, 39-33. 
BSU is 23-12 all-time against 
BG in Muncie, but the Falcons 
have won five out of the last six 
overall meetings. 
, Last season, BG got the best 
of the Cardinals in Anderson 
Arena, winning 62-58 behind 
13 points on 5-of-5 shooting 
from Otis Polk. 
The Falcons scored 30 
points in the paint that game, 
using the inside-out style 
of basketball Orr has devel- 
oped with the team during 
his tejiure. 
Monday's win against the 
Rockets had shades of the 
Ball State game a year ago, in 
which the Falcons pounded 
the ball inside, while kicking 
it out to their shooters in the 
second half. 
"I thought we did a good job 
getting the ball inside," Orr 
said. "1 thought Otis |l'olk| and 
Erik IMarschalll did a really 
Will look to have       HflL  :   M 
another solid IP^  tm 
game in the paint      ^H   ^H 
Scott 
Thomas 
Has been the go-to 
guy in the second 
half this season 
good job around the basket, 
and they opened it up for our 
shooters in the second half." 
A big part of that second half 
was Scott Thomas, who posted 
10 of his 14 points in the final 
20 minutes. 
In fact, Thomas has posted 
most of his points in the sec- 
ond half during MAC play. 
In the last seven games, the 
sophomore has scored 29 first- 
half points and 90 second-half 
points. 
"He's a guy you see grow- 
ing up before your eyes," Orr 
said. "He wants to be a great 
See HOOPS | Page 6 
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Women's soccer 
announces 2010 
signing class 
lid women's soccer couch Andy 
Richards announced ihe addi- 
tion of 10 student athletes to the 
program yesterday. 
Hichards added two defenders. 
foui forwards and lour midfield- 
ers to his roster, all set to join the 
Falcons in August 
We arc very excited that 
these in young women have 
chosen to commit their futures 
to the BGSU soccer program,'' 
Richards said. "We look forward 
to their arrival on campus in 
August." 
Of the HI recruits, nine are 
cither from Ohio or Michigan. 
while Amanda Nelson is from 
(rverland Park, Kan. 
The   falcon   coaches   are 
thrilled to have Amanda join the 
program,'' Richards said. "We 
feel her technical skills and 
knowledge of the game will 
enable her to excel in the college 
environment. Her overall atti 
tude and outgoing personality 
will also add much to the chem- 
istry of the team." 
The three recruits from 
Michigan are Kaitlyn Tobin, 
Matti Chappelle and Madeline 
WidemaiL 
Morgan Burgner. Kylic liricm. 
Alyssa Carmack, Ashley Miller, 
Kaily Paszko and Tracy Togba 
are all from Ohio and round out 
the falcons' lecturing class. 
The Falcons lost six seniors 
from the 20(19 team. 
4LAINABUZAS 
MOVING FORWARD: Andy Richards signed 10 players lor the 2010 season. 
HOOPS 
From Page 5 
player." 
While lid's offense collec- 
tive!) came together in their 
win against the Rockets, they 
will need the same effort 
tonight at Hall State — the 
\l \( 's   No.l    defense   (60.5 
points per game allowed). 
But. if the Falcons display 
the same inside-out style of 
play they showed Monday, 
they will set themselves up for 
their sixth win of the last seven 
against the Cardinals. 
"We as coaches emphasize 
attacking the net." Orr said. 
"Let's play inside-out, let's 
attack the basket." 
Photo for your Sweetheart 
Trends! on Main in combination with 
Main Street Photo presents: 
Photo fur your Sweetheart 
{ date: i'tlmum (ith time: I fun  tfnn cost: S 10.00 when; TRENDS! on Main } 
Com* in and u>i dressed up, ao ftsorizcandgd yuur 
l>i< mi*- taken! Vm'll ivu-ivr a j >» 7 (ogive to your 
nwccthrari. .IIHI .1 "in il.i\ 2.")° u discount mi mrivh. 
;\i aftpt. necessary. First conn /mi tervt. Cttsh * 
153 N. MAIN ST.  • 419.352.4119 
Cross country adds 
three runners 
While Falcon football coach 
Dave Clawson announced 
his recruiting class for the 
2010 season yesterday, men's 
cross country coach Cami 
Wells announced additions 
to her class. 
Greg Black. Brian Fcrber and 
Perry Fraylick will all run for 
the men's cross country team 
in 2010. 
"I am extremely pleased to 
have dreg, Brian and Perry 
joining the program." Wells 
said. "All three young men are 
dedicated student athletes with 
the ability and work ethic to 
step in and lie contributors to 
the team in all areas." 
Black, who will graduate in 
lime from Pickerington North 
High School in Pickerington, 
Ohio is a four-year letter-win- 
ner in cross-country and track. 
In 21X19, he earned first-team 
All-Ohio honors and was his 
team's MVI! helping them to a 
conference championship. 
Black also finished 22nd indi- 
vidually in the 2009 Division 
No. 1 state cross country meet 
as Pickerington finished in fifth- 
place overall. 
I«rber, who currently is a 
student at Sandusky St. Mary 
Central Catholic High School, 
is a four-year letter-winner 
in cross-country and track, 
while also earning two letters 
in basketball. 
Captain of his team, Berber 
was his conference's was Most 
Outstanding Performer and the 
Northwest District runner-up 
as a senior. 
Fraylick, who attends Tri- 
Village High School, had a 
sucessful season as a senior, 
finishing with a personal-best 
of 16:50 in the 5K, while earning 
all-conference honors last year. 
He also earned all-confer- 
ence honors in 2008, qualify- 
ing for the 2008 IJ.SA Track 
and Field National lunior 
Olympics. 
Fraylick was his conference's 
Offensive Player of the Year in 
2009 and is aiso a four-year let- 
ter-winner in soccer. 
AU1NABUZAS    THE BG NEWS 
NEXT GENERATION: Eric Nichols will bring in eight new Ireshman lor next season. 
Nichols brings eight 
players into program 
the BG men's soccer learn and 
coach Erie Nichols announced 
the addition of eight players to 
the roster yesterday. 
Six seniors graduated from 
the 2009 team thai went 3-12-3, 
and Nichols looks to fill the void 
by adding four midfielders, two 
defenders, a forward and goalie 
in his recruiting class. 
'This recruiting class is very 
important for BCiSli soccer, and 
it is exciting to announce the 
group thai will be the corner- 
stone of our rebuilding efforts," 
Nichols said. "The common 
thread among all these guys is 
that each of them have tremen- 
dously high standards for them- 
selves and share our desire to 
reestablish Bowling Green as a 
championship caliber program." 
Five of the eight players in 
the recruiting class have con- 
nections to former BG players, 
as they played club soccer for 
former BG soccer greats Steve 
Klein, Andrew Arthurs and llm 
Konrad. 
The class is as follows: 
Ryan Comiskcy (F), lacob 
Fganhouse(D/M),SamGalloway 
(M), Matt Griesinger (D|. Kccgan 
Ross (M/F),Zach Schewee (D/ 
Ml. Ryan Snashall (M) and Mike 
Wiest (GK). 
CLAWSON 
From Page 5 
offensive duo and large senior 
class will not be an easy task, but 
with the announcement of his 
2010 recruiting class he's taken a 
step in the right direction. 
Clawson hauled in a 25 
recruits, most from within 
what he defined as the "State of 
IsowlingGrccn," (Ohio, Michigan 
and anywhere within five hours) 
addressing positional issues at 
defensive back, offensive line 
and tight end. 
Not only did he address posi- 
tional issues but also compiled a 
group of highly athletic players 
who. with some work, can become 
bom fide Division I talent. 
Perhaps the best example of 
an athletic player tilling a posi- 
tional need is tight end Clay 
Rolf. 
While, Rolf is not the highest 
rated tight end in the Falcons' 
class, he has shown some 
impressive speed, even running 
a reverse for a touchdown in his 
highlight video. 
Rolf is also a bit of a Falcon 
legacy, as his grandfather Paul 
played for Doyt Perry in the 
mid-1960s. 
Another attribute that Rolf 
adds to the Falcons is leadership, 
something that most of new 
recruits bring to the table as most 
were high school captains. 
"It's important to develop 
leadership in our program. It's 
not an accident that 21 of our 25 
players arc high school captains," 
"It's important to develop leadership in our 
program. It's not an accident that 21 of our 25 
players are high school captains." 
Dave Clawson I BG Football coach 
damson said. "One of the ways 
that we can develop leaders is 
recruit guys who were elected 
captains in high school." 
Since his first day at BG, 
Clawson helped turn the pro- 
gram into a more disciplined, 
better behaved team. 
Before he even coached his 
first game, Clawson kicked 
one of Bd's best defensive line- 
man, Michael Ream, off the 
team for discipline issues, and 
then during the season, he 
suspended his best defensive 
player, P.J. Mahonc, for break- 
ing team rules. 
While Clawson has taken 
a step toward a cleaner, more 
responsible Falcon football pro- 
gram, the next true test is how he 
can mesh his new recruits with 
his current roster. 
And if his ability to pass prior 
hurdles is any indication, Bd 
football fans should expect 
Clawson to pass his next test 
with Hying colors. 
532 Elm St. #A&B   - $850 
534 S. College #A&B - $725 
214 S. Enterprise - $885 
4pm-6pm @ the Union and Commons       All Day! 
Chicken Wings and Chicken    Pre-Order Sub Platters 
'nkS (10. 20. or 40) 
"'edium Buffalo 
lot Buffalo 
-Honey BBQ 
chos and Cheese 
me Fried Chips 
affle Fries 
all (Serves 10-12 People) 
Serves 20-25 People) 
372-2563 for Commons 
372-2641 for Falcon's Nest 
Get Any Large Pizza 
1 - Order of Chicken 
iter Soda 
njoy $2 OFF! 
pOnly 
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Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Three Bedroom Duplexes 
• Close to campus 
• Very affordable 
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Meet the new 
JudeAdjei-Barimah'CB 
5-10.180 
A first team all Columbus City 
League selection, the defensive 
bad had 54 tackles and three 
interceptions this past season. 
Isaiah Byler • OL 
6-4.270 
Named first learn All-Ohio by 
the Associated Press. Byler 
was also ranked the No 76 
guard in the country by ESPN. 
Justin Ford * S 
6-2.200 
Named io the Grand Rapids 
Press All-Area Dream Team 
Ranked as the No. 58 player in 
Michigan by the Free Press. 
Jerry "Booboo" Gates • S 
5-11.210 
Was named All-Area Defensive 
Player of the Year after a season 
where he compiled 2.5 sacks 
and six interceptions (three for 
touchdowns). 
Heath Jackson «WR 
6-1.180 
A finalist for Ohio's "Mr. 
Football" as a senior after catch- 
ing an Ohio state record 116 
passes. Also named Ohio Red 
Zone Player of the Year. 
Jamel Martin • RB 
6-1.195 
Martin earned honorable men- 
tion All-Illinois as a senior when 
he rushed for 1.400 yards also 
earning all conference honors 
Kendal Montgomery -TE 
6-6.235 
Despite only playing two 
years of high school football. 
Montgomery was ranked the 
No. 51 tight end in the nation by 
Rrvakcom. 
Bryan Thomas • DE 
6-3.250 
The Elite-11 runner-up for 
Athlete of the Year. Thomas 
had 1/ sacks his senior season 
and was also a member of the 
track team running (he 200 
Caleb Watkins'QB 
6-5,207 
Already enrolled on campus. 
Watkins was named the 
Southwest Ohio Offensive 
Player of the Year in 2009. 
Falcons 
r ^ 
Marcus Bearum • WR 
5-11.175 
The No 51 ranked player in 
the state of Michigan by the 
Detroit Free Press, Bearum 
had 74 catches for 1,100 yards 
and II touchdowns as a senior 
Darion Delany • DL 
6-5.275 
Team captain at Trotwood- 
Madison High School and 
helped lead his team to the 
regional finals as a senior. 
Aaron Foster • S 
6-0.190 
The No 52 ranked player in the 
state of Michigan by the Free 
Press. Served as team captain 
at West Bloomfield and led his 
team in interceptions. 
Darius Gilbert • DE 
6-2.250 
Earned first team All- 
Conference honors and had 
47 tackles and four sacks as a 
DJ Lynch* LB 
6-1.220 
Named to the All-Oakland 
County Dream Team, also 
named the No. 29 recruit in 
the state of Michigan by Rivals. 
NickMcKnighfWR 
6-5.205 
A big. tall receiver that should 
give BG a positive match-up 
on the outside. Led his team 
in receiving yards with 645 as 
Clay Rolf'OL/TE 
6-6,250 
An athletic tight end who was 
also a team captain. Rolf is 
the grandson of Paul Rolf who 
played for Doyt Perry in the 
1960s 
Charlie Walker-LB 
6-5.215 
Walker recorded 157 tackles his 
senior season, earning first team 
All-county honors while being 
recognized as the No. 44 player 
in the state of Michigan 
Tyler Beck «TE 
6-4.245 
Earned first team All- 
Pennsylvania honors as a 
senior leading his team wilh 57 
receptions. Was also named the 
Berks County Player of the Year 
Dominic Flewelh/n • OL 
6-5.275 
Earned first team All-Ohio 
honors and was named Plain 
Dealer All-Star. Helped lead his 
team lo the 2010 Ohio state 
championship game. 
Jonathon Fry • OL 
6-5.270 
First team All-West Virginia, 
finished third in the state foi 
Lineman of Year. 
Trent Hurley «QB 
6-4,220 
A first team All-Pennsylvania 
selection after leading his team 
to the state finals and holds 
school records for passing yards 
in a sesaon and a career 
Gabe Martin • LB 
6-2.210 
Captain of Grand Blanc High 
School in Michigan. Martin was 
named the No. 55 recruit in 
Michigan by Rivals.com. 
Devon McKoy • S 
5-11.180 
A physical presence at safety. 
McKoy recorded 75 tackles and 
three interceptions as a senior 
on his way to All-conference 
honors. 
Cody Silk-OL 
6-4,275 ■i 
Ranked the No. 47 player in the 
state of Michigan by the Detroit 
Free Press 
M        *t   ^F' 
RylandWard'S 
5-11,195 
A hrst-team AU-Ohio selection 
as senior. Ward had seven inter- 
ceptions in 2009 ranking in the 
top 5 for the state of Olio 
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1 2 8   6 4 7 
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2   5 3 6 
9   7   1 5 
6   8 
SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits I to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
5    6    Z 
8 t   I 
9 I   I 
L I » 
Z S 9 
8   E   6 
£89 
I £ 6 
S   Z   » 
6   S   8 
L E I 
Z  9   > 
9   Z   I Lit 
6 r S 
E   8   L 
8 9 Z 
6   5   1 
«   Z   S I   L  E 9   6   8 
V   i    L 
E L 6 
I   8   9 
t 9 8 
S   6   Z 
What am I? 
I fly in the air, But I am not always 
there. I cannot be touched, But I 
can be felt or held. Think very hard, 
But if you live near the equator, You 
may have a tough time seeing me. 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
RECRUITS 
From Page 5 
branched out of the area and 
signed two tight ends. 
Tyler Beck from Wyomissing, 
Pa. and Kendall Montgomery of 
Miami, Ha., are the only two play- 
ers of the recruiting class that arc 
not from the "state." 
Gawson based his evaluation 
of the 25 signees on a four-step 
process. 
1 le said that anyone he and his 
staff recruit have to have the "tal- 
ent and ability" to help the learn 
win a Mid-American Conference 
championship. If they dont pos- 
sess these baits, those players don't 
get recruited. 
Secondly, Clawson mentioned 
the fact that he wanted to make 
sure he recruited players that will 
academically qualify for the sea- 
son, and the second-year coach 
believes he will go 25 for 25 in (hat 
department. 
"Anybody that we recruit. No. 1, 
has to have the talent and abil- 
ity to help us 'win a Mid-American 
Conference championship," 
Clawson said. "Secondly, we want 
to make sure that we recruit play- 
ers who academically will qualify 
and have the tools to graduate 
from Bowling Green. Certainly the 
character aspect is important to us, 
and we feel it's important to devel- 
op leadership in our program." 
Clawson and his staff have plen- 
ty of leadership in this year's class, 
as 21 players were team captains 
in 2009. 
White Castle 610 Main 
One 3 Bdrm, Two 1 Bdrms - Close to Downtown 
Willow House 830 4th St 
1 Bdrm 
Evergreen Apts 215 E Poe 
Studios. 1 & 2 Bdrms - Close to Campus 
Fox wood Manor 839 7th St 
1 Bdrm - Laundry on site, Close to Campus 
10% off for all but studios 
until the end of February 
Check out web for more GREAT PLACES 
www.meccabg.com 
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University Village & 
University Courts 
Clough 
& 
Mercer 
(one block 
south 
of campus) 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Conveniently located to campus in a 
neighborhood with shopping & services 
• Affordably priced for single or shared occupat 
Call now to schedule your visit: (419) 352-0164 
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us 
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours) 
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Religion is part 
of college life, 
even for those 
who do not 
believe 
1 have been advised to never 
bring up politics or religion 
in public. Nevertheless, this 
month's In Focus is all about 
religion. 
(We'll talk about politics 
next month.) 
Religion is a huge part of 
many people's lives, but it has 
become an almost taboo sub- 
ject. We are so afraid to offend 
anyone that we worship qui- 
etly behind closed doors. We 
don't mention our god in pub- 
lic and we don't ask anyone 
else about theirs. The result is 
a culture of people who don't 
understand any religion but 
their own and are too afraid 
to ask. 
Religion, for some, provides 
hope for the future. It is some- 
thing tocherish.apromisethat 
no matter how bad life is on 
Earth, heaven is just around 
the comer. 
For others, religion is noth- 
ing more than a habit. Some 
are Christian or Catholic or 
Buddhist simply because 
their parents are Christian or 
Catholic or Buddhist. In these 
instances, religion becomes 
more of a tradition than a 
faith. 
For other people, religion 
is scary. It is something they 
don't understand, something 
that makes people talk to and 
worship an invisible god and 
predict a fire-and-brimstone- 
style end to Earth. Religion is 
also the cause of many wars. 
All throughout history, from 
the Crusades to Sept. 11, 
people have killed each 
other to fulfill what they 
claim is God's will. 
For me, religion has been 
all of the above. 
I became a Christian at a 
young age, but in time my 
child-like passion and accep- 
tance faded. I began to ques- 
tion more and more and take 
for granted less. 
For a while, I went to church 
because my parents went to 
church, and it was the "right 
thing to do." I saw something 
in the people there that I want- 
ed, but as much as it drew me 
in, it scared me and pushed 
me away. 
Now, my faith is my own. I 
am a Christian because I hon- 
estly believe in heaven and 
hell. I honestly believe in lesus 
Christ, that He died for me 
and that He is the only way to 
heaven. 
A big part of my journey 
toward truly finding my faith 
and making it my own came in 
college. Before I left home for 
school a lot of people told me 
tollege is where I would really 
find myself, and they weren't 
kidding. 
We're all here studying to 
become something — busi- 
nessmen or women, teach- 
ers or musicians — but part 
of what we're studying is our 
■selves. The choices we make 
will affect who we are for the 
jest of our lives. People can 
change, I have no doubt about 
that, but a big part of where we 
«nd up depends on the direc- 
tion we take in college. 
This month's In Focus can 
jielp us understand part of 
that direction. Part of knowing 
•what we believe is knowing 
land understanding what we 
do not believe, and these arti- 
cles can help with that. This 
section does not cover every 
yeligion (I don't have the time, 
£pace or staff for that) but it 
docs hit some of the big ones. 
*If nothing else, it's a step in the 
Tight direction. 
' So, read the articles. Try to 
Understand your classmates 
\vho believe something dif- 
ferent than you; learn about 
'what they believe and why. Try 
■to figure out where you stand 
jas well, because, whether you 
Ibelieve in God or not, some- 
lone you know does. 
Many do not understand Islam, leading to fear and false perceptions about both the religion and its followers 
After the shootings at Fort Hood, and ever 
since the Sept 11 attacks, Muslims have had 
a negative stigma tied to their name and their 
religion, Islam. 
"The perception of Islam changed a lot since 9/11 
... people got scared," said Stephen Croucher, an 
assistant professor in media arid communications. 
"Anytime there's a scare, people fear the unknown or 
what is not like them." 
Croucher said nothing in Islam or the Quean 
advocates violence or killing, and those who claim 
to kill in the name of Islam are actually not following 
true Islam. Unfortunately, they are the ones who get 
noticed. 
See ISLAM | Page 9 
THE FlVi  
ISIAM   . 
1. Shahadah — There is 
no God but God and 
Muhammad is his prophet 
2. Solat — Pray five times a 
day facing Mecca (north- 
east) 
3. Zakat — Give 2.5 percent 
of wealth to charity 
4. Sawm — Fast, 
especially during the month 
of Ramadan 
5. Hajj — Make a pilgrimage 
to Mecca 
Source: Stephen Croucher. 
assistant professor of media 
and communications with a 
focus on religion 
THE MUSLIM DRESS CODE 
Along with the five pillars, most Muslims also follow 
a general set of rules for dress. 
Most Muslim women wear a scarf, called a hijab. to 
cover their hair in public. In Arabic, the word "hijab" 
literally means "to cover" 
Kate (whose name has been changed) said after 
she converted to Islam and started wearing a hijab 
she noticed people paying more attention to what 
she said rather than just looking at her. 
"It's not meant to be an oppressive thing." she said. 
"Its meant to be a protection, that you're worth more 
than your appearance." 
Asem Aboelzahab, son of the Imam, or spiritual 
leader, at the Islamic Center of Greater Toledo, said 
men have guidelines for dress as well. For example, 
he said he would not go anywhere in shorts and he 
usually covers his forearms in public. 
"There's both a dress code for men and women, 
and it's a dress code of modesty." he said. "It's hold- 
ing that high status of trying to achieve the best of 
chastity" 
Jewish students represent 
4,000 years of history 
By Kat* Snydcr 
Managing Editor 
While most religions are separate 
from individual people's cultures, 
ludaism can be both an ethnicity 
and a belief. 
Cantor Evan Rubin, the musi- 
cal leader of the Congregation Etz 
Chayim in Toledo, said ludaism 
is approximately 4,000 years old. 
Religious Jews believe in the same 
monotheistic God as Christians, 
and they believe Abraham and 
Jacob were servants of God, but 
they do not believe Jesus Christ 
is the Son of God. or that He is a 
prophet of God at alL 
After the revelation at Mount 
Sinai, when Moses was handed the 
10 Commandments by God, the 
three sections of the Hebrew Bible 
(the Christian OldTestament) were 
written. The first was the Torah, 
instructions for all Jewish people 
on how to serve God properly. 
"We have lived our lives by that 
set of rules for over 3,000 years," 
Rubin said. 
Junior Daniel Lubin, president 
of I lilk-l, a Jewish organization on 
campus, said there is a spectrum 
of religiosity among Jews, includ- 
ing reform, conservative and 
orthodox Jews. 
"It just depends how strictly you 
follow the Torah," he said. 
Lubin said conservative Jews 
typically keep kosher and go to 
Temple on Shabbat, while ortho- 
PHOTOPdOVIOtO 
SOKKOT: Kyle Ingle, the (acuity arjviset (or 
Hillel. stands in front of a Sukkah. or tent. 
dox Jews are more strict 
"They don't do any work on 
Shabbat. keep kosher [andl every- 
thing is blessed," he said. 
Most of the Jewish students who 
attend Hfllel are reform. They car- 
poel to a temple in Sytvania on 
Shabbat if enough students are 
interested, but ifs not something 
they do every week 
"When we get together, we 
incorporate religious events and 
social events," he said. "Most of 
us ... go to Temple on the high 
holidays." 
Kyie Ingle, the faculty adviser for 
HiBeL said the holidays are to be 
celebrated, but also to be holy. 
On Yom Kippur, Jews fast for 24 
See JUDAISM | Page 10 
'Non-theism' 
gains more 
followers 
By J*M Jam*t 
Reporter 
For some, faith centers around the 
belief that there is no God, or that 
no one can know for sure. 
Atheism, or a belief in the denial 
of any God as a deity, is the fast- 
est growing "religion" today, and it 
is increasing rapidly in the United 
States. 
According to a 2005 USA 
Today/Gallup poll, 14.1 percent 
of Americans do not follow any 
organized religion. This percentage 
has almost doubled from only 8 
percent in 1990. 
There are now more Americans 
who say they are not affiliated with 
any organized religion than there 
are Episcopalians, Methodists and 
Lutherans combined. 
As modem society continues to 
become more diverse, many feel 
the reasons for increasing non-the- 
isrjc beliefs are rooted from young- 
er generations being exposed to 
religions other than Christianity. 
August Brunsman Is an Ohio 
State University graduate and co- 
founder of the Secular Student 
Alliance. The SSA is an educational 
organization whose purpose is to 
educate high school arid college 
students around the country about 
the value of scientific reason. 
Originating out of Columbus in 
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Catholics and Protestants have 
different takes on Christianity 
By Allison Borijelt 
Reporter 
When sophomore Amber Fessler 
traveled from Pleasant Hill, Ohio, 
to study at the University last 
year, she found herself immersed 
in more than general education 
courses. In addition to preparing 
for a career as a high school math 
teacher, Fessler began searching 
for a Christian church in Bowling 
Green. She found two — one 
Protestant, and one Catholic 
— and a number of similarities, 
differences and misconceptions. 
"I hadn't really ever gone to 
services at other churches 
or explored what other faith 
groups were about and what 
they believed in," she said. "I've 
enjoyed at college the opportu- 
nity ... to kind of explore the dif- 
ferent philosophies out there in 
order to better understand what 
I believe." 
A baptized Protestant. Iresler 
was raised in the Church of the 
Brethren, a Protestant church 
originally estahlishedinGermany 
in 1708 and not represented in 
Bowling Green. After a thorough, 
local church search, she became 
involved with both the United 
Methodist Student Organization 
and Veritas, a Catholic organiza- 
tion on campus. 
Although Fessler said it's 
hard to describe all of the dif- 
ferences between Catholics and 
Protestants (due in part to the 
many Protestant denomina- 
tions), she has noticed signifi- 
cant differences in communion 
and baptism practices. 
'The Catholic Church believes 
that the Eucharist, or commu- 
nion, the bread and wine, is 
actually the body and blood 
of Christ," she said, "and the 
Protestant churches I've beeii in 
believe it is meant as a symbol." 
Fessler said she also noticed 
Methodists and Catholics bap- 
tize infants, while the Church of 
the Brethren baptizes adults. 
"I was dedicated as a baby, and 
then I was baptized as an adult," 
she said. "|Dedication| is a simi- 
lar process, but it's more of a 
PHOTO PROVIDED 
VERITAS: Members ol Veritas. a Catholic organization on campus, gather outside a 
children's home. 
commitment by the community 
of the church and the parents to 
raise that child in that church.... 
Baptism is a way of forgiveness 
and wiping away that original 
sin." 
Father Mike Dandurand, 
pastor of St. Thomas More 
University Parish and a counsel- 
or for students in Veritas, said the 
Eucharist and baptism arc two 
of seven sacraments practiced 
by Catholics. 
"Catholics believe that the 
scriptures reveal that Christ 
intended to stay connected to 
his people once he ascended 
into heaven through seven dif- 
ferent sacraments," Dandurand 
said. "Sacraments are a bridge in 
which Christ continues to touch, 
heal, feed, guide, find, forgive." 
Becky Schofietd, associate pas- 
tor of the First United Methodist 
Church and student minister 
for UMSO, said Methodists and 
Catholics share many of die same 
beliefs about God. Methodists 
also practice the sacraments of 
baptism and the Eucharist, site 
said. 
Schofield said the Methodist 
denomination is aTso led by dea- 
cons and elders, along with dis- 
trict superintendents who pre- 
side over several counties and 
bishops who preside over several 
districts. 
Dandurand said some people 
have misconceptions about 
Catholicism, including the idea 
that Catholics worship Mary, 
lesus' mother, and the saints. 
"We do not worship anyone 
but God alone," he said. "We may 
ISLAM 
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"The guy at Fort Hood doesn't 
represent Islam, but some people 
think he does," Croucher said. 
Violence from Muslims occurs 
as a result of misinterpretations of 
the Quran, or mis-teachings from 
religious leaders, Croucher said. 
The book itself teaches peace 
Kate, a graduate student at the 
University, converted to Islam 
from Christianity about diree 
years ago Kate, whose name has 
been changed, asked to remain 
anonymous because she doesn't 
want to be targeted by those who 
think badly of Muslims and Islam. 
People think Muslims are the 
terrorists rather than the ones 
who are afraid, she said. But that 
is not always the case. 
Kate said in Bowling Green 
most people are fine with 
Muslims and Islam, and the 
chance that something would 
happen is slim, but she doesn't 
want to take the chance. 
Most of the confusion and fear 
surrounding Islam stems back 
to misunderstanding, Kate said. 
People hold negative ideas about 
the religion simply because they 
do not understand it. 
"Fear is the most popular 
human emotion," she said. 
"People are afraid of what they 
don't know, and, I think, largely 
afraid to ask." 
Kate said violence, like at Fort 
Hood and on Sept. II, is not 
related to true fslam at all. 
"There is no teaching that says 
you can go around killing inno- 
cent people," she said. "You can't 
make somebody convert." 
She said even referring to those 
people as "fundamentalists" or 
"extremists" is wrong because 
that is saying the fundamentals 
of Islam teach violence, which 
they do not. 
"there is no religion like that," 
she said. "Nowhere is there a 
teaching like that." 
Part of the problem, Kate 
said, is due to media portrayal 
of Muslims. Religion is not seen 
in the news, she said, unless it's a 
Muslim doing something bad. 
"If somebody that was not 
Muslim was to do something 
awful, the media would never 
report their religion,'' she said. 
At its core, Croucher said Islam 
is actually very similar to both 
Christianity and ludaism. All 
three religions have the same 
"golden rules." The main differ- 
ence between them deals with 
Jesus and whether He is just a 
man, a prophet or a god.. 
"In Judaism, the prophet hasn't 
come yet; in Christianity, the 
prophet will return in Christ 
llesusl;  in Islam, he's comei" 
honor the saints, but honoring 
them doesn't mean we worship 
than." 
Dandurand said another mis- 
taken belief about Catholics is 
that they are not Christians. 
"We are Christians," he said, 
"baptized in Christ, and we have 
a personal relationship unit 
( hrist." 
Schofield said a misconcep- 
tion about all (Christians is that 
they arc judgmental. 
"MM Christians just want to 
follow the teachings of Christ, 
where the focus is serving God, 
and in serving God and being 
like Christ ... we arc sharing 
God's love through our service," 
she said. 
Fessler said I'rotcstants and 
Catholics should be open to ask- 
ing each other questions about 
their Ix'liefs. 
"In the end, it's better to hear 
their point of view and get a bet- 
ter understanding of what they 
believe than to just go on not 
knowing or assuming that you're 
mostly correct," Renter said. 
Fessler said people should 
hold back tiieir religious judg- 
ments until they have researched 
beliefs different from their own. 
"lust because they've talked to 
one Protestant or one Catholic 
doesn't mean they necessar- 
ily know the whole view," she 
said. "You can't really under- 
stand imd even begin to think 
that you know about a religion 
until you've spent extensive time 
studying that religion and really 
trying to understand what the)' 
believe from their perspective." 
Croucher said. "They all have the 
same God in die end, it's just the 
prophets are different." 
There are five main pillars of 
Islam, dealing with confession 
of God, praying five times a day, 
giving to charity, fasting and 
making a pilgrimage to Mecca, 
the Islamic holy city. 
The pillars arc a guideline for 
followers, said Asem Aboelzahab, 
a student at University of Toledo 
and son of the Imam (or spiritual 
leader! at the Islamic Center of 
Greater Toledo, but they an' flex- 
ible to the individual. Everyone 
should follow them as closely as 
he or she is able, but if someone 
cannot last because of a medical 
condition, cannot afford to go 
to Mecca or misses a prayer, he 
or she is not condemned to hell, 
Aboelzahab said. 
"What you arc able to do, you 
do," he said. 
In Islam, people are responsi- 
ble for their actions. Aboelzahab 
said, but everyone sins. What 
really matters is how people act 
after they sin. 
"God loves tiiose who do sins 
and repent after them," he said. 
In the end, Aboelzahab said, it 
is really up to God. 
"Even if you're the best person, 
it's left to God's mere)'," lie said. 
"We strive our hardest to do our 
best in this life, then we leave it 
to God." 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
Available for 2010-2011 
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price. 
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash arc included. 
■ Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office. 
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH 
Located Across I ■mm Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnneHloverealestate.com 
by «Nir office & 
Buddhism is made of more than 
meditation, monks and monasteries 
By Qurnlin K ilp.ltrick 
Reporter 
The Buddhism that comes 
to mind for many Americans 
— ancient wise-men in robes, 
peaceful monks in isolated 
mountaintop monasteries and 
meditation — is a romanticized 
and partial understanding of the 
religion. 
"Americans generally have 
a positive image of Buddhism 
and Buddhist meditation," said 
Madeleine Duntlcy, direc- 
tor of the Chapman learning 
Community, whose Ph.D. is in 
religious studies. "They tend to 
associate it with peace, a lack of 
stress, and a feeling of one with 
the universe." 
One of the most common mis- 
conceptions is that Buddhism 
is the only world religion that 
has never fought a war, Duntley 
said. This idea, she said, is abso- 
lutely false, as Buddhist-practic- 
ing countries have been fight- 
ing each other and others for 
centuries. 
For many who come from a 
ludeo-Christian background. 
Buddhism is a radical departure 
from what is even considered 
religion. 
"Buddhism is different in that 
its founder was not a God, so it's 
non-thcistic," Duntley said. 
Buddhism was founded by 
Mill Ilia it h.i Gautama in the tilth 
century B.C. in India, accord- 
ing to important.ca, a Web site 
devoted to religion. The tradi- 
tions were passed down orally 
for several centuries until they 
were written down. 
SiddharthaGuatmaisnotsecn 
as a god and he never claimed his 
teachings were divinely inspired. 
Because of this. Buddhism does 
not have a common scripture 
like Christianity or ludaism. 
"He claimed to be not a per- 
sonal savior, but a teacher to 
guide those who choose to lis- 
ten," the Web site states. 
Buddha, rather than a deity, 
is a title for any person who has 
been "enlightened," according 
to die Web site. So, like there 
have been man)' presidents of 
the United States, there have 
been many Buddhas. 
Buddhism first entered the 
United Stales with Asian immi- 
grants in the late 19th century, 
but it wasn't until the 1950s that 
it entered white American cul- 
ture through the works of "Beat 
generation" writers like lack 
Kerouac and Allen Ginsburg. 
Since the 1960s, the United 
States has seen a growing num- 
ber of "Seekers," or people who 
were raised in traditional ludeo- 
Christian backgrounds hut con- 
verted to Buddhism. 
"Buddhism tends to appeal to 
people who had been practicing 
another rcligion," Duntley said. 
In Western cultures today, 
there is usually a split between 
the various ethnic forms of 
Buddhism practiced by immi- 
grant communities and the 
Buddhism practiced by white 
converts, who tend to be wealthy 
and educated. 
"In the West, it's generally an 
upper-middle class phenome- 
non," Duntley said, adding there 
are a large portion of converts 
who come from lewish back- 
grounds. 
Westerners drawn to 
Buddhism tend to be most 
interested in forms that empha- 
size meditation such as Zen 
and Tibetan, Duntley said, but 
Buddhism is not solely medita- 
tion and not all meditation is 
Buddhist. 
The Buddhist influence, par- 
ticularly meditation, has been 
secularized to some extent and 
incorporated into various psy- 
chotherapy treatments. 
"One critique is that Americans 
change these Asian forms ol 
Buddhism to suit their own cul- 
nircs," Duntley said. 
Students interested in 
Buddhist philosophy and medi- 
tation have a few resources. 
The Philosophy department 
offers a meditation course and a 
Chinese and Indian philosophy 
course. 
Students who want to try 
meditation can contact the BG 
Mindtulness Club, which meets 
Monday. Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday at 5 p.m. in the United 
Christian Fellowship at 315 
Thurstin Ave. 
THE FOUR 
NOBLE TRUTHS 
OF BUDDHISM 
1  Life means suffering 
2. The origin of suffering is 
attachment 
3. The cessation of suffering 
is attainable 
4. There is a path to the ces- 
sation of suffering 
source: thebigview.com/ 
buddhism 
NON-THEISM 
From Page 8 
2000. the SSA has over ifio branches 
at college campuses all across the 
country 
"The Secular Student Alliance envi- 
sions a future in which OOn theism 
students ate respected voices in pun 
lie discourse and vital partners in the 
secular movement's charge against 
irrationality and dogma." Bnmsinan 
said. "We're interested in making sufi 
there is no stigma attached to positive, 
humanistic, secular world views land! 
we want mutually respectful relation 
ships between tlx'ists and non-lheists." 
lonatlian Miller, a University philos- 
ophy professor, said in order lor some- 
one to assert a bekf in (iod, lie or sfc 
first has to ensue a |XTsonal detiiiitkj 
of knowledge and what it means j 
know someone or something exists, j 
"Your definition of (Iod plays! 
more complex role than it seems * 
first,'" Miller said. "If you are defin- 
ing atheism as someone who doesn't 
believe in God, the justified belief Is 
knowledge... One has to ask then* 
selves how strong your belief has to 
be before someone can say T kniAi 
something." 
Many people who do not adhere to 
atheism consider themselves agnos 
tic. which refers to people who do not 
know for sure whether or not (kid 
exists. Some agnostics believe people 
can never tnily know. 
The term agnostic was coined In 
biologist and avid non-theist. Ill 
Huxley in IHT<» at a meeting for the 
Metaphysics Society, an organization 
that ponders higher knowledge ot 
what is beyond the physical state. 
According to metaphysicssociety 
com. Huxley said. "Agnosticism is not 
a creed but a method...do not pretend 
conclusions are certain that arc nrt 
demonstrated or demonstrable." 
Senior lustin Sissler, a professed 
agnostic, said he feels culture plays, 
a large mil in forming a society's reli- 
gious beliefs. He said in Scandinavia 
almost 98 percent of people are 
agnostic because their culture, envi- 
ronment and heritage encourage 
more cynicism and skepticism thiiri 
the United States. 
"The reason America is so extreme 
ly religious." Sissler said, "is because 
we were founded l>y puritans, and 
values (hat strong just don't disappear 
overnight." 
Sissler said religious experiences 
can actually be explained by neuro- 
sciencc. Religious experiences stimtv 
late the temporal lobe, kind of like n 
seizure, he said, which makes people 
feel like they arc encountering (kid. 
"They often have Uiis huge feeling 
of significance like the)' are God ot 
they know God," he said. "Anytime 
anyone has a religious cxpcrieniv 
that is what the)' are feeling." 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
FOR FALL 2010 
COLUMBIA 
COURTS 
$750oo 
per month 
903-935 Thurstin 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
• Starting at 
+ utilities 
• On-site laundry 
• Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal 
• Air conditioning & 
Fireplaces available for 
an additional cost 
HEINZ APTS 
451 & 424 Frazee 
808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
' 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
■ Furnished   _J*£i£V«j 
■Starting a. ^SSLS 
+ utilities       '~\^rjs 1
 On-site laundry 
• Air Conditioning 
■ Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
1
 Plenty of parking 
ENTERPRISE 
SQUARE 
506 & 514 N. Enterprise 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
• Starling at  ■*£"" $93o»o~ 
+ utilities     "^""""h 
■ On-site laundry 
• Air Conditioning 
■ Fireplace, Microwave. 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
1
 Plenty of parking 
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET 
<~>. 445 E Wooster St. 
Hours                                                             WWw Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm                       J&rqf 419-352-0717 
Saturday 10am-3pm                           GBEENMIAR. INC. www greenbriarrentals com 
■•     II    I   I ■     II     || 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
842 B Seventh Street 
Townhouses 
3 Bedrooms 
2 Baths 
Laundry Onsite 
Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
Central Air . 
10% off until 
the end of February 
Phone:419-353-5800 
Email: info@meccabg.com 
[E 
Management Inc. 
10 Thursday. February 4.2010 FOCUS 
JUDAISM 
From Page 8 
hours. 
Than' not fun holidays. When 
you think of a holiday, you think of 
fun, hut to UN llK'y'n.' holy days," 
lng)esaid Rom Rosh llashauah 
to Yom kippur is a time to reflect" 
In addition to holiday celebra- 
tions and soda) events, llillel also 
engages in community service 
and acts of charity, activities Ingle 
•iiid are required for lews. 
Ingle said I lillel is meant to 
serve as an outlet for lewish lite lor 
people. espedaDj since the Jewish 
population at the University is 
much smaller than other schools, 
like Ohio State University 
"We offer a plan' for lews of all 
kinds to get together." Ingle said. 
"II lillel is! herctoenrich the lives of 
leuish students in college." 
1 Ail lit i went to high school in 
l:anuinglon Hills. Mich., where 
the Jewish population was so large 
school was closed for levvish holi- 
days, lie said coming to Howling 
Green was a big change. 
"finding other leuish students 
was difficult," he said. "It's not 
something to bring up in a first- 
rime conversation with someone." 
Ingle said thcR' ate a few bun 
dred lewish students on campus, 
and a llillel event could draw any- 
where from a low 50 to a high 200 
students. 
lie said about 25 percent of 
lewish students in the United 
States  attend  state  universities, 
and depending on the population 
"They're not fun holidays. When you think of 
a holiday, you think of fun, but to us they're 
holy day's. From Rosh Hashanah to Yom 
Kippur is a time to reflect." 
Kyle Ingle | Faculty Adviser for Hillel 
The BG News'" 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
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Campus Events 
Join UAO lor ihe Newlywed Game" 
tonight Feb 4 at 7 30pm @ Student 
Union. Falcons Nest Great prizes! 
Services Offered 
Campus Quarters Sports Bar 
SuperBowl SUPER PARTY Feb 7th! 
Power Hour 5-6pmM 
The big game on 13 big TV's! 
Shot & drink specials all night! 
WANTED KARAOKE SINGERS! 
MUST BE ABLE TO HAVE FUN! 
Apply in person every Thursday 
alter power hour! 
Campus Quarters Sports Bar 
Help Wanted 
BARTENDING1 up to S300/day No 
exp necessary Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save Money! 
Maine camp needs counselors for 
all land, adventure & water sports 
Great summer1 888-844-8080. apply: 
% carno 
fridge & microwave 
• King or 2 double beds 
• Free cable TV 
• Free local calls 
• Hair dryer & coffee 
maker available in room 
Right Across from BGSUI 
$439.00/monih 
n    ii ,i\/ HH"'"*'^"^ 
1*^-      ■- Koto. 
4-29.352.5222 
SB VILLAGE 
APARIMENIS 
* Apartments Available * 
• Minutes from BGSU • 
* Pet friendly community * 
* Gas included * 
SPECIAL SPRING 
RATES AVAILABLE! 
Located at: 
300 Napoleon Road 
in Bowling Green 
4'9-352-63.-J5 
and location of the school, each 
campus culture may vary. 
lewish culture across the wqrld 
has also changed throughout 4,000 
years of history. Different groups of 
jews settled in different locations 
ill Europe and the Middle East, 
resulting in various traditions and 
practices, though a shared religion, 
among lews. 
"Ilicir cultures became remark- 
ably different," Ingle said. "It defi- 
nitely evolved." 
Rubin said the Ashkcnazi lews, 
who originally hailed from Jewish 
communities in Germany, even- 
tually settled into Eastern Europe 
and "Christian country." 
The Sephardic Jews follow the 
traditions of Jews who lived in the 
Iberian Peninsula, hut Rubin said 
many migrated into the Middle 
East and Africa. 
These separate environments 
resulted in differences in food 
eaten and mode of dress. 
"All of these factors come in and 
affect what Judaism looks like in 
2010," Rubin said. 
Jewish holidays 
■ Rosh Hashanah - Jewish New 
Year 
For Rent 
•"Avail now 1 & 2 apts. 
Ett low as $275 
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p 
"10-11 s.y. leases/apls. houses, ells 
930 E. Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm. 
Carlyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p. 
1 & 2 BR apis, close to campus, 
available NOW, May S August 
Call 419-708-9981 
12 month leases starling May 2010: 
122 N. Enterprise - 1BR Duplex, 
$390/mo + util 
322 E Court- IBRapt, 
S440/mo includes all util 
226 N Enterprise - 2BR Duplex. 
$730/mo. 
525 Manville - 3BR House. 
S700/mo + util. 
837 3rd St - 3BR Duplex, 
S870/mo +util. 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917 
2 BR unlurn, hall block from BGSU. 
S600/mo inc. elec & gas. Dep. req. 
Avail 5/15/10-5/10/11  419-601-3108 
2010-2011,1 S 2 BR. May or Aug 
1 & 2 BR avail now. short & long 
term. For more inlo call 354-9740 
or contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com 
2BR apts. 4th St. pets welcome. 
S500/mo *gas/elec. waler incl. 
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456 
3 BR apts, recently updated! 
619 High St, BG Available May 
Small pets OK, call 419-308-3525 
BURRIT0 IDOL 
Burritos 
Sing a Burrlto Song at 
Speedy Burrito & 
Get 1/2 Otf Burrito! 
Thurs-Sat: 12am-3am 
Winner gets 1 Burrito FREE 
a day lor a week! 
2/4/10-2/6/10 
419-906-4729 
SUN-WED   11AM-12AM 
THUR-SAT    11AM-3AM 
425 E. WOOSTER 
BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO S 
I Yom Kippur - The Day of 
Atonement 
I Sukkot - Commemorates the 
40 years Jews spent wander- 
ing in the desert 
I Shemini Atzeret - Eighth day 
of the Sukkot festival 
I Simchat Torah - Festival 
immediately following Sukkot. 
when the public reading of 
the Torah is concluded and 
recommenced 
I Hanukkah - Eight-day festival 
celebrating the Maccabees' 
recapture of the second 
Temple 
Purim - Holiday to com- 
memorate the Jews' salvation 
from Haman's plot to annihi- 
late them 
Passover - Seven-day festival 
commemorating the Exodus 
from Egypt 
Lag Ba-Omer - Agricultural 
festival offering sheaves of grain 
in thanks for Earth's abundance. 
Shavuot - One-day holiday 
commemorating the Giving 
of the Torah on Mount Sinai 
Tisha BAv - Day of fasting 
and mourning commemorat- 
ing the destruction of the first 
and second Holy Temples 
For Rent 
3 BR townhouses. lease lor 20i0s/y. 
Scott Hamilton St. 4th Si & 5th St. 
Clean and well maintained. 
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456 
3BR house - 248 Troup, 
W/D/hookup. avail. Aug 15. 
S825/mo + util. 
3BR. 2 bath - 1 University Lane, 
avail Aug. S975/mo + elec. 
Call 419-353-2787 & leave message 
3BR house. 423 Clough Si 
$1000/mo, avail May '10. 
Call 419-354-0099. 
3BR house, avail 8/15/10, 
3BR apt* util, avail8/15/10, 
3BR house + util. avail 5/15/10. 
3 room eflic incl util. avail NOW, 
1 rm studio apt incl util, avail 7/15/10. 
2BR apt tutil, avail 8/15/10 
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773 
3BR. each w/ private lull bath, 
close to campus, S950/mo. 
Call 419-708-9981 
4 BR w/1 1/2 baths, W/D, garage 
& large deck, comer ot 8th & Elm. 
Call 419-305-5987 lor more Into 
424 E Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt, great 
location, avail Fall 2010. S950/mo, 
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882. 
426 E Wooster. large 1 BR apt 
Avail Fall 2010. $475/mo, utils incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
437 N. Enterprise, 2BR house, 
new inside, clean, avail 5/20/10. 
S750/mo, call 419-352-5882. 
House tor Rent: 225 Palmer Ave, 
3BR, 1 bath 
Call 419-353-5078 
(B SLADA BISTRO 
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1 Attack violently 
2 Black Sea port 
3 Cowardly 
4 Grammy winner Erykah 
5 Diminutive energy sources 
6 Incidentally, in texting 
shorthand 
7 "Ich bin _ Berliner" 
8 Carry laboriously 
9 Fraser and Douglas trees 
10 Take nourishment 
11 Get on in years 
12 Word after fishing or 
lightning 
15 Scorch 
19 Chimp, for one 
21 Dogie catchers 
25 Fried corn bread 
26 More rasping, as a 
voice 
27 Imbecilic 
37 Burderi 
38 Traditional wisdom 
39 Mechanic's grease 
job 
40 Bon _: witticism 
43 Muslim wonder-work- 
ers 
45 Bogart's hat 
46 Flurried, e.g. 
48 Seaman's M911" 
28 Like much tea in sum- 4g Bake™ staple 
ACROSS 
1 MSN competitor 
4 Infants "in the woods" 
9 Terror 
13 Reagan's "Star Wars" prog. 
14 High-level storage areas 
16-Othello" villain . 
17 Condiment in 51-Across 
18 Dispirited 
20 Safe haven 
22 Drinks dog-style 
23 Land surrounded by agua 
24 Globe 
27 You may be told to button or 
zip it 
30 Tigers' dens 
32 "Alley _" 
33y;3iece 
34 Austrian city with a sausage 
named for it 
36 Watson's partner 
38 Loud and long-winded 
40 Like a serious sin 
mer 
29 Acidity nos. 
31      good example 
33 Crete-born artist with 
a Spanish nickname 
35 Org. with Bruins and 
Coyotes 
36 O'Hare, for United 
Airlines 
41 Outlying town, vis-a-vis the 
city 
42 Rocks to refine 
43 Groundhog Day mo. 
44 Feudal peons 
47 Longtime Massachusetts 
senator Kennedy 
48 Chicken, so to speak 
51 Normandy city 
52 Saturate 
53 1966 musical about a mar- 
riage 
55 Easily offended 
60 Presently 
61 German automaker 
62 Misprints 
63 Poet's "before" 
64 Cream of the crop 
65 Back-talking 
66 Mom's mate 
50 Weight-loss regimens 
52 Grumpy mood 
54 June 6. 1944 
55 Drinkers may run 
one up 
56 Color 
57 Points out. as a perp 
58 "Right to bear arms" 
org. 
59 "If I Ruled the World- 
rapper 
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[ Also try our authentic European Goods: • German Coffee • Swiss Chocolates • Variety of fruit juices. vegetable spreads and canned vegetable sides fNlASLADA BISTRO ^^•^P A Trite European Dining Experience visit Europe without ever having t<> leave Bowlinu, Gieen! IHJS Main Street I Bowling Gwen. OH I Phone 1419)373-6050 ■ www.nasladahistro.com 
For Rent 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting LLC. 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10-2, M-F. 
vvwwbgapartments.com 
Look lor more listings on the 
BG News website housing directory. 
www.bgviews.com 
NEW REDUCED RENT 
HOUSES) HOUSESI HOUSES! 
May Lease 2010-2011 
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba $950/m, 
239 S. College - 4br 2 ba $885/mo. 
2 Orchard Circle - 4br 2 ba Sl050/m. 
208 Troup - 4 br 2 ba S1050/mo, 
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba $1000/mo, 
August Lease 2010-2011 
227 S. College - 3 br 1 ba $990/mo, 
308 S College - 4 br 2 ba $1050/mo. 
402 S. College - 3 br 1 ba $825/mo, 
241 Manville - 4br 2 ba $850/mo, 
249 Manville - 4br 2 ba S1050/mo 
FROBOSE RENTALS 
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064 
www.troboserentals.com 
Housing Directory www.bgviews.com 
www.meccabg.com 
Mecca Management. Inc. 
419-353-5800 
\-2 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $504! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
■ Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
■ Pets welcome! 
Now Open 
Saturdays ■ 
10-3!   I 
:REE HEAT- 
X 
■MHIVSQUM 
APMIMINT* 
[ ShoppwOn 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 t=} 
f\ 
Days Inn 
• Rooms equipped with 
fridge, microwave & stove 
• King or two double beds 
• Free cable TV 
• Free local & long 
distance calls 
• Hair dryer and 
coffee maker available 
in room 
• Free continental breakfast 
Right Across from BGSU! 
$439/month 
p: 419-352-1520 
f: 419-354-3182 
1740 E. Wooster St. 
HEINZSITE 
1 & 2 BEDROOMS 
lamina 
Centerg 
C/debmtiM Our 
co 
< 
o 
o 
—I 
CO 
THE HEAT 
904 E Wooster 1419-352-3588 
5 betli, 1 booth • closest to campus 
993 S. Main 1419-353-8826 
5 bids, 2 booths • appt. available 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main I 419-354-1559 
17 teds, 2 booths • no appt. needed 
TiniiimiCBnterBG.com MECCA 
Management Inc. 
■ Close to BGSU 
' Dishwasher 
■ Garbage Disposal 
■ Central Air & Heat 
■ No Pets 
■ Washer & Dryers Qn 2 bedrooms) 
■ Sprinkler Systems 
i Oft Street Parking 
419-353-5800 
1045 N. Main St 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
meccabg.com • mto@meccabg com 
LOTIONS 
 UP TO  
40% OFF 
EVERYDAY 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
Hur.V >". 
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS 
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 
EXTRA AMENITIES 
"Home away from Home" 
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION 
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org 
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
2010-11 
School Year 
Listings Available 
Relax, Secure your Rental before Spring Break! 
CAWMNMS 
930 E. Wooster 6 BDRM. ffP-onm. 
315 & 321 E. Merry 4 BDRM. 
SFMESTER LEASES AVAILABLE1 
Houses, Apts., & Efficiencies 
All next to Campus • Blocks Iroin Downtown • Free Internet 
419.353.0325 
123 E. Merry - $690 
127 E. Merry - $690 
217 S.College - $550 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Three bedroom houses 
• Close to campus 
• Check out our prices! 
